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Summary PAST is a large-scale P2P persistent
storage utility layered on top of Pastry which is an
overlay and routing network for the implementation
of a distributed hash table. The key-value pairs are
stored in a redundant peer-to-peer network of con-
nected Internet hosts. A file is stored into PAST
by computing the hash of its filename, then its con-
tent is routed to the node in the circular keyspace
closest to the hash. This node sends copies of the
file to the k nodes nearest to the actual key; these
hosts are likely to be leaf nodes of this node and
therefore directly reachable. One can retreive the
data by rehashing the filename and routing a re-
quest for the data over the overlay. The request
can be handled by any of the k nodes that have
copies of the data. PAST ensures both data redun-
dancy and load distribution. As neighbor nodes
the keyspace are usually in different geographical
regions the probability that all k nodes will be of-
fline at the same time is very small. Pastry tries
to minimize the distance to reach the data, that’s
why the nearest node is likely to be the one that
will reply to the query.

Top 3 contributions

• Storage management: PAST wants aggregrate
size of stored files to be close to aggregate ca-
pacity in a PAST network, before insert re-
quests are rejected. This is ensured by:

– replica diversion: balances free storage
space among nodes in a leaf set. The ac-
ceptance a replica at a node for storage is
subject to different policies.

– file diversion: if one of the k nodes closest
to the hash declines to store a replica, the
file needs to be diverted.

• Caching: cache management tries to minimize
the access latency (routing distances), to max-
imize the throughput and to balance the query
load in the system. A file is cached in PAST
at a node traversed in lookup or insert oper-
ations if the file size is less than a fraction of
the node’s remaining cache size. Cached files
are evicted as needed.

• The authors provide experimental results of
PAST using a prototype implemented in Java.
This gives a good indication of the efficiency
of PAST using different parameters. For ex-
ample, they showed that storage management
is needed to achieve good results.

Most glaring problems Although wide-scale
replication has the potential to increase availability
and durability, it introduces two important chal-
lenges:

• one must increase the number of replicas to
achieve high durability for large systems

• the increase in the number of replicas increases
the bandwidth and storage requirements of the
system.

Possible improvements Erasure-resilient codes
use an order of magnitude less bandwidth and stor-
age than replication for systems with similar mean
time to failure.

Implications for distributed systems P2P
storage is today a hot topic in computer science re-
search. World-famous companies like Amazon.com
are using today DHT to manage their data reliably
at a massive scale.
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